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Product: 219914 737NG-YOKE-DUAL-LINKED-PROFESSIONAL  (Passive Force) 

Unpacking The Yoke. 

The Yoke system is fitted on 2 Ball bearing supports, with 4 fixing holes,  4  M12 
bolts,  97mm center to center distance. 
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The vertical column  has 2 springs  (items n°3) , fixed with a distance of 161mm from the 
center. You can fix the springs with brackets in vertical or horizontal position.  There is also 
an hydraulic damper (item n°2). 
The link between the springs and  Yoke is made by a fork head.  
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The damper /linear pot is connected to the Yoke system with an uniball link: 

On the other side of damper complex there is a bracket with 4 holes with 40mm distance, 
fixed with 4 M6 bolts. 
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After the mechanical system is ready, connect the pitch axis linear pot: 

And finally connect the DB44 plug to USB joystick interface box: 
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You can regulate  the roll force with 4 springs: 

You can install or remove from  4 to 2 springs to regulate the  “return to center”  force. 
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Spring Forces table

4 springs start ~2Kgf half way ~5,0Kgf full deflection ~7,5Kgf
3 springs start ~2Kgf half way ~4,0Kgf full deflection ~6,5Kgf
2 springs start ~2Kgf half way ~3,4Kgf full deflection ~5,0Kgf
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But You can have a different setting for elevator axis: 
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For damping effect, You can regulate the compression and extension of damper ,  
compression for left and extension for right , obviously for roll axis the values must be the 

same for each side. 

 SPECIFICATIONS AND DIMENSIONS 
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DATI TECNICI E DIMENSIONI – SPECIFICATIONS AND DIMENSIONS 

MODELLO  - MODEL CORSA - STROKE 
Dimensioni – Dimensions  

A B L U 

40.RPD.200.NO 200 286 158 315 47 
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How to regulate the "NULL ZONE" on bevel Gear

Remove the Chart Holder unscrewing the 3 hex screws on the back:�
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Detach electrical connectors

Self Locking unit disassemble:

a  y  first, 
each a bit at a time, in circular order
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Then you have to screw 3 of them (each a bit at a time in circular order) in the extracting holes until 
you hear a "click" 

Now, the wheel is decoupled from the shaft and free to move:
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Self Locking unit reassemble:
To fix the control wheel back to the gooseneck shaft, put the 4 screws back in original 

position

Then, screw them tightly, each a bit at a time, in circular order:

Pay attention to 
Gooseneck/Control Wheel 

Alignment when 
reassembling:
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How to Remove the Yoke Column 

You must leave an inspection panel over the central movement bar, is important to inspect 
the wiring. 
Open the panel and unplug the HR10 plug, then unscrew and remove the 4 bolts located 
on the base of column: 

Now remove column.  
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